PRIVACY POLICY
We respect and protect the privacy of users and visitors to this website. Your privacy is taken very seriously. We
strive to request minimal information to accomplish functionality. You can visit this website without telling us who
you are and without giving any personal information about yourself. The only time we need information from you
is during your request to contact us (i.e. customer support contact form, customer support RMA request form, or
customer order form). We use Costco partner Elavon (https://www.elavon.com; i.e. Elavon Converge pay
gateway), a trusted top tier purchasing service provider, for handling all purchase transactions and data thereof.
We have no visibility into sensitive customer data such as credit card information or the like. Elavon, a wellrespected industry leader trusted by companies all over the world, handles information collected during a
customer purchase transaction. We have interest in only a transaction number and an invoice number that we
generate in advance of a transaction for uniquely correlating an Elavon purchase that may result from our website.
The transaction number and invoice number provide a unique handle to verify a purchase transaction occurred so
that we better support your requests.
We take all reasonable precautions to ensure information provided to us will be secured and protected from loss,
misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration and destruction. We will not sell, exchange, or release your
personal information without your consent to third parties. We reserve the right to share information that is not
personally identifiable with our investors, partners, and advertisers. If we do give information to our investors,
partners, or advertisers, it is in the form of statistics compiled for website activity, and may include participants’
volunteered answers to survey questions. There is no intent to make information provided personally identifiable.
We may share information about you in response to subpoenas, court orders, or other legal processes.
Linerizer.com web pages may use session data or tracking technology. We do not store personally identifiable
information in session or tracking data. Tracking technologies may record information such as internet protocol
(IP) addresses, browser software and operating system types, navigation/clickstream patterns, dates and times the
site is accessed, or transactions that are performed. If we choose to use session data or tracking technology, they
serve to help improve our website.
This website may contain links to other websites. We are not responsible for the privacy practices of those other
sites. This information statement applies solely to this website. If you leave this site, we encourage you to read the
privacy statement of each website that you visit in order to determine what personally identifiable information is
collected, and how it might be used.
Linerizer.com reserves the right to change, modify, or amend this statement at any time. Please check this policy
page periodically for changes. Your use of this site means that you agree to this privacy policy and are obliged by
any changes made. This Privacy Policy was last changed on July 6, 2021.
This Privacy Policy is not intended to create a contract or agreement between Linerizer.com and any user visiting
its website. If you have any questions or concerns regarding our Privacy Policy, please contact us here.

